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provisions, but there are also some, which show little understanding of the widely accepted values of public
interest in the area.

We would support the following"

(1) The retention of some 8,807 ha ofhigher altitude land to Crown Control. We support the retention of this
land as it is of high landscape and natural value and is recreationally important. We support the proposed
continuation of rights to take and convey water within the area and also the granting of recreation ands
grazing concessions.

(2) We support the retention of some 140ha of Lower altitude lands to Crown Control (CA4) this land area is
composed of lower hill slopes. It has high historic, landscape and natural values. Its retention is
appropriate subject to the proposed conditions

(3) We support the retention of some 160ha of Lower Altitude lands by the Crown (CA5) as this land has
high botanical and landscape values. The conditions proposed for this retention are appropriate.

(4) We support the retention of some 8 ha of floodplain land by the Crown (CA3) This area has very high
historic, landscape, public access and natural values

(5) We support the retention of some 52ha of Lower Altitude land by the Crown (RI Scenic) This area is
lower slope and valley floor land and has high landscape, public access and natural values.

We are strongly opposed to the following:

(a) Disposal of 4451ha to Pioneer Generation as freehold

This area of land includes lower slopes and terraces and the valley floor. It has high landscape values, and high
historic values related to early gold mining activity both on the valley floor and the lower slopes. There are rare
plants and rare native fish in this area which demand protection and much of the land between the Nevis road and
the river is important for public access for recreational activities

We note a covenant is proposed which would "protect specified values in perpetuity"
A study of the terms of this covenant is alarming and the professed protective mechanisms a sham. The clause in
schedule 2, which requires the Minister to allow hydro developnlent virtually negates any value in the covenant,
and those parts that refer to hydro development, should be removed.

General Comment:

Under the tenure review process there is a general expectation that land with important values is retained in
Crown Ownership for its protection and management and land with lesser values, but with value for farming, is
freeholded.

~L needs to be emphasized that pastoral lease land is in fact public land managed by the Crown on behalf of the
public and as a consequence any form of disposal of that land must protect as a matter ofprimary importance the
public benefits inherent in it

It has been a feature of many past preliminary proposals for tenure review that negotiators have concentrated on
preserving the high altitude lands, generally unsuitable for pastoralism and consisting of rock and scree fields and
tussock lands. In many respects that can be defended but it is equally clear that significant conservation,
historical, ecological, tourism and recreational values inherent in the lower altitude lands have been ignored in the
process.
In the case of both the Ben Nevis and adjacent Craigroy tenure reviews we have a classic example of how neglect
of the value of the lower altitude lands risks the destruction of much of the public benefit in the tenure review
process.

In the general area the high value of the trophy trout fishery from a tourist perspective, which has been much
promoted, is only one ofmany values, which exist.

From a Historical point of view the whole of the Nevis valley is of great inlportance as an outstanding example of
pioneer endeavour, immigrant contribution, early mineral exploitation and sheer hard work with nlinimal
comforts in an environment characterised by extremes of weather.
And most of this was undertaken on the valley floor and lower slopes where even today the remnants of those
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early days are still evident in constructed water races, remains of old industrial equipment and early settler
buildings etc.

This area is an essential part of the history of Otago and the river itself is the one remaining unmodified river in
Otago. This area deserves recognition and preservation for its historical importance alone.

From a Tourism perspective this area holds great pronlise when one considers the growing importance of the
Chinese tourism presence and relates that to other developments in the province, which recognise the importance
of the early Chinese contribution to Otago's development.
The outstanding authentic Chinese garden in Dunedin, the recognition of Chinese contribution to development of
the Lawrence gold fields and the contribution made by up to 500 Chinese miners in the Nevis Valley could all be
catalysts for a substantial increase in Chinese tourism from the Queenstown hub close by.
The Chinese contribution to Otago's development was substantial and deserves recognition - possibly in the form
of a historical gold miners village. in the valley.
None of this would be possible unless the lower lands are protected.

From a Recreational perspective we note a proposed Fish & Ganle easement for management purposes, y to z, is
provided for. There is no obvious reason why this easement is not also available to the public, down to the Dell
area, and public access from the public vehicle access easement y-c down to the river along the zigzag track
marked on the topo nlap going down into the gorge and we would request those additional facilities be added

, 1ditionally much of the land between the Nevis Road and the river is important for public access and recreation
auivities
The riverside or flood plain land is also the area of most interest to the public for access because of the rivers
recreational, angling, and kayaking values, its historical goldfield sites and flora and fauna values. The unspoilt
nature of the valley generally contributes to its outstanding landscape status.
The response of LINZ to these challenges is to propose freehold title with protective landscape covenants to

provide protection.
Our experience with past covenants does not give us confidence that the proposed covenants in this area will
provide for the necessary protection of all the remarkable values existing The public expectation is that
comprehensive protection is required and this can only be provided by retaining the important riverside lands in
full Crown ownership and control.

No doubt some areas currently being farmed can be freeholded without impact but important, and in some cases,
unique values increase towards the river and its tributaries to the point where substantial Crown riverside reserves
could have been expected within the preliminary proposals.
It is our conclusion that the principle negotiators in this instance have failed comprehensively to allow for the
protections required.
T"T,Te believe that protection could be best provided by declaring a riverside reserve of some type for the area
udween the Nevis road and the river - perhaps a historic reserve under section 18 of the Reserves Act 1987. This
would provide protection for all of the values identified, as being of public benefit including the right of the
public to wander at will over all of that riverside reserve.

We will all be derelict in our duty to future generations if we fail to protect the outstanding public resource, which
this valley and particularly its riverside areas represent.

We feel so strongly on this issue that if it is not possible to provide the protections we are asking for we would
recommend that the Government exercise its prerogative and withdraw both Ben Nevis and adjoining Craigroy
Pastoral leases from the tenure review process and leave their status as is

Alan McMillan
Chairnlan,
Board of Trustees
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